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She tells her tale as a warning. My students were shocked after I told them this version. But instead of letting
the story end there, she speaks. In order to remain protected and happy Snow seems to require a male figure in
her life. Snow White, smart enough to realism the trick, charmingly refuses. The bias between genders here is
quite clear. It will seem to you are walking on the sharp edges of swords and your blood will flow"  Despite
the attempt to focus on her independence, the film only shows that she is unable to function on her own and
that she does in fact require the guidance of a man. So they can articulate themselves, define and redefine
themselves through the female language formed form the light of their own experiences. She says: "the
transformation will, however be very painful; you feel as though a sharp knife passed through your body. This
suggests that there is more than Just exterior beauty. She opens the door, and sees the wolf-as-grandmother in
bed. Thou must rejoice in my happiness"  Only once she is to marry Prince Alcott does she part from the seven
men. For instance, Bluebeard tales where a girl marries a rich stranger and discovers in a secret room the body
parts of his previous wives reflect the historical reality of an early death due to childbirth in , for example, the
average lifespan for a woman in Burgundy was  She has been married five times, each time necessary to get
the kingdom back on its feet. Who constitutes the society? Related essay samples:. Meanwhile, as the
diabolical queen schemes to win the heart of Prince Alcott with the help of Brighton, Snow White befriends a
gang of thieving dwarfs who help her to reclaim her rightful place in the kingdom and win back the man of her
dreams. The end. But Gerda heavily burdened with her 'virtue' dare not subvert the male order of
heterosexuality. Now the questions are - who determines these roles? She takes into possession the Mermaid
and even the Princes without their say. Examining such specimens of popular folktales such as Snow White
through the lens of enemies literary analysis is a means of deconstructing that which has shaped our
expectations of men, romance, and ourselves in general. Simone De Beauvoir argued that "woman is always
situated as the other to man. Why did she flirt with the wolf? By escaping the typical female role of
subservience to men, she alienates other men in her life. This suggests the erotic nature of female that counters
the 'frigidity'. She is either forced to cut off the hair or to tie it neatly thereby disciplining herself. The
intelligence of princes is ridiculed saying that "All the news paper in the world she has read and forgotten
them again, so clever is she"  No longer powerful, the Queen becomes a haggard looking old woman. While
biology determines our sex male or female , culture determines our gender masculine or feminine. Her tired
exterior is now matching the lack of beauty within her. Obviously, in male representations subjective women
does not exist and instead she is the objective other. When the Queen is yet again in debt, she plans a lavish
ball in order to woo Prince Alcott. In "The Snow Queen", the title itself is highly suggestive. Most of us know
why. He discovers Little Red has tied the rope around a tree and escaped. The film manages to break away
from the idea that all women require to impress is a beautiful exterior. This paper focuses on the images of
women and femininity in the fairy tales as depicted in Anderson's "The Snow Queen" and "The Little
Mermaid" and the effect of such representations on human psyche-how they shape the realities of life. She is
actually quite pretty. This however soon changes, as when Snow becomes eighteen she decides to defy the
Queen, venturing out of the castle. Contrary to most fairy tales, within this film the Queen is not portrayed as
having an unattractive appearance. Women are depicted as one with "no desires, no libido because the female
sexuality poses a problem for the dominant social values and the issue has been until now repressed or
censored" Vann, 


